Monkton Bluefriars Small Boats Head Race
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Webscorer for short course
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Setting up race
Webscorer: Time a race
Webscorer: Create new race
Webscorer: Choose race name e.g. sbh2017short.txt
Webscorer: Start type Individual, then go to details
All off except record lap times, and select lap count 3, and exclude laps
on
Then go to laps, and customise lap names:
Lap 1: Upstream segment
Lap 2: Park
Lap 3: Downstream segment
Then go to exclude laps, and exclude park
Then go to racer, where for each racer, name, bib, and category are required
Then go to options, and turn on category results and overall results
(penalties and handicaps?)
Then go to category setup and then name list to check classes and names
are correct
Start list is set up in the same way as for the long course, and uploaded to
webscorer. It will include for each boat:
Bib number
Name
Class

1.1.12

Upload start list to webscorer using sbh2017short.txt which is a tab-delimited
file obtained from excel. An example file called examplesbhshort.txt is
available to play with.

1.2

Downloading prepared start list

1.2.1

2 tablets will be needed

1.2.2

Webscorer: Time a Race

1.2.3

Webscorer: Download start list from webscorer.com

1.2.4

Webscorer: My posted start lists

1.2.5

Webscorer: Choose e.g. sbh2017short.txt

1.2.6

Check that the device ID is the same for both tablets

1.2.7

If there is a race in memory, discard it

1.2.8

Webscorer: Choose multi-device splits

1.2.9

Webscorer: this device records
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1.2.10

The tablet used at Saltford (long course finish) must be set up for timing points Race Start
and Down

1.2.11

The tablet used at mid-course must be set up for timing points Up and Park

1.2.12

Go back to Timing, then start list

1.2.13

1.2.14
1.2.15

The tablet is now ready to Start race clock

Start the Clocks
Start clocks and hand to timekeepers
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